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About This Game

Lose yourself in the wild! What adventure, what fun!
Discover new animal species, nurse them back to health and care for them. Look after your little camp with its cute and

extraordinary residents. Enjoy some breathtaking encounters with exotic animals, and experience direct contact with the animals
and their environment. Besides their medical care, your daily routine includes rearing animals with a bottle and fun activities

such as elephant riding.

• The player can give his customized avatar over 120 items of clothing, accessories and hairstyles
• Build, manage and maintain your own wildlife camp in Africa

• 10 different animal species with a bunch of accessoires and hairstyles
• Easy tutorial

• Amphibian vehicle, Jeep and helicopter to reach to far-flung areas
• Over 40 different tools, items of equipment and medicines

• Explore the park area/terrain
• Enjoy the challenge of endless missions and adventures

• 12 training methods to teach the animals fun tricks or to prepare them for life back in the wild
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I enjoyed the DLC, but as I prepurchased the game, I did not have to pay for it. It is rather short, but if you loved the main
game, you will like the addon. I would only get it on sale due to the length. As other's have mentioned, your party is thrown in
jail and loose all of their gear. What do you expect to happen though, when you are thrown in prison?? Especially with some of
the most legendary weapons in the realm? Do you really think they would just throw them in a chest and leave them there?
More than likely the ruler, would give them away to their trusted warriors\/spellcasters. So basically deal with it and have fun..
What a dark point&click - game. The riddles aren't generally all that hard, however a few activities must be executed in a
certain (occasionally mysterious) request, which makes it difficult to finish the game without depending on a walkthrough here
and there. Route is fluffy. The movements and characters are so fantastically terrible they're verging on charming. There are
such a variety of easter eggs it's enfuriating - pretty much as you think you at long last discovered a pixel that is helpful it's yet
another dev group logo or a pointless Monkey Island reference.

On the in addition to side, the story is interesting, the verifiable setting is alright, the way they affirm medieval latin sounds
sufficiently persuading, and the hero is a touch of an opening without a doubt, which is surely something else. The dialog is the
best piece of the game. I'm stating thumbs up, in light of the fact that my internal trendy person is just as befuddled and
charmed.. Nice loco - really enjoy it. Hard to get going, but once underway, steams along well, with good smoke and steam
effects, nice heavy chuffing sounds and solid visuals. Carriages OK form outside but poor interiors. This is a bargain in the sale.
Note that you CAN use the loco if you don't have Horseshoe but only if you create a custom train. However, the coaches are not
available.. Pretty interesting, fun, and unique puzzle game. Requires some forward thinking and in some cases speedy user
actions, although after 20 levels, the game has not put up any real challenging brain teasers.. Got this in a bundle pack, I am a
big fan of space games; always have been, from Wing Commander to the new survival crafting breed.

This... This... Simulator... This is the video game equivilent of that weird 1970's USSR science fiction movie you saw as an 11
year old at 3 a.m. on the Sci Fi channel, which is still causing you existential problems to this day.

I have only JUST got into the tutorial, but from this glance, it is clear this is going to be one hell of a ride...

The flight mechanics and tool use are wonderful, the free look allows for a VERY robust menu/stats system to be accessed, it's a
little over whelming at first, but once you get it, it all makes very good sense.

The text is fairly Russianized English; which honestly adds to the atmosphere I find...

Graphics are good too, nothing to complain about, game is a bit confusing, but most space games are.. THIS IS THE BEST
AND I MEAN THE FREAKING BEST SEMI IDLE GAME IVE EVER PLAYED. Not even kidding. The art style is just
down right gorgeous, the game runs flawlessly, its easy to pick up and hard to put down, plus the soundtrack is the best ive heard
in a game for a very long time. The dev(s) have my support and attention now!
Also need i remind you that this is only ONE DOLLAR.....WITH ZERO MICROTRANSACTIONS. I'm just confused to why
this game isn't more popular than it is.. 3 bucks for 5 cars? hell yeah! the way to sell more is keep the price down low. Keep em
coming SMS. I liked the background story and the graphical views but it's too short and too simple to play.
Also mentionned by others: voices are cuted.
. I'd really recommend this visual novel if you want to play one that's a little different. The story was nice, it had beautiful
moments in it and tbh I never thought I'd play a visual novel in my life but this one was different and kept me interested the
whole time! Completed the whole story as well, I think it's the whole historical factory to the game that made it so interesting
for me. A story about love and war, good combination. Haha
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Very good game balance
Enjoy drunken VR with drunk mood GOOD. A very quick read!. Fun little game for people who want to kill time, by killing
zombies and doing small management of course. Has really short learning curve(10-30 mins depending on your intelligence).
Controls feel great. Quite fun.. Thi s game starts out like it will be good, then the game starts. The control keys don't function so
there is no easy control of the aircraft. It self destructcts anytime you get slightly above ground level saying you went too high. I
tried changing the control keys on the options screen, but half of the ones I tried to enter didn't work in the game.

I was disappointed in this game because of the controls. I would not buy this one if I had known how bad it is to cotrol.. Actually
pretty fun , missions are a tad short although it was pretty enjoyable while it lasted. The multiplayer is ok , not very active but it
exists and the gameplay is rad and unique.. Extremamente viciante! É o que tenho a dizer.
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